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Abstract

The current drive to reduce packaging waste has led many companies to consider the use of multi-trip containers or
shippers in which to transport their products in order to reduce packaging waste. The efficiency of such systems obvi-
ously depends on selecting shipper dimensions in such a way as to ensure high volumetric utilisation. As is the case with
many practical problems the efficiency/solution quality can be improved if problem specific information is used to
enhance the operation of a meta-heuristic solution approach. The problem can be modelled as a p-median problem
but is too large to be solved in reasonable time without further modification. Four such modifications, all based on
properties of the physical problem, are introduced and incorporated into a hyperheuristic driven simulated annealing
solution approach.
� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The ongoing drive to reduce packaging waste has led to an increasing interest in the use of multi-trip
containers or shippers. The usual practice with disposable containers is to use a bespoke carton for each
product. However, in a multi-use system it is often necessary to reduce this to a relatively small number
in order to maintain a manageable and cost effective logistics system for the containers themselves. This
will inevitably result in wasted space within the containers, potentially increasing both the monetary and
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environmental costs. Thus it is important that the container dimensions be chosen in such a way as to min-
imise such wastage. This paper deals with the design and evaluation of a heuristic solution to the problem
of selecting a set of shippers that minimises the total annual volume of space required to accommodate a
given set of products with known annual shipment quantities.

The precise definition of the problem will vary from company to company as it will depend on a number
of factors. These include features of the individual products (e.g. product density, whether or not it needs to
be kept �right way up� etc.), handling restrictions (e.g. weight restrictions, restrictions on dimensions
imposed by conveyers etc.) and other features of the distribution system (e.g. if palletisation utilisation
or loading efficiency in trucks or shipping containers is to be taken into account). Our aim is therefore
to develop an approach that is sufficiently flexible to deal with such variations.

In the next section we show that the problem has a natural model as a p-median problem, but that the
typical problem size and the computational expense of calculating the cost function coefficients means that
it is not feasible to apply existing exact or heuristic p-median algorithms directly to the problem. We then go
on to show how these difficulties can be overcome within the context of a local search approach to the prob-
lem. This is achieved by using problem specific information to make four improvements: the introduction of
a pre-processing phase to speed up cost function calculation, the reduction of the size of the solution space,
the partition of the natural neighbourhood into a set of more manageable sub-neighbourhoods, and the
addition of a fast post-processing phase. The first three enhancements result in a considerable reduction
in the time taken for the convergence of a descent based local search approach to the problem. As a result
of this improvement we were able to use the underlying local search framework as the basis of a simulated
annealing type algorithm. However questions are raised as to which of several possible neighbourhood
structures should be adopted and how the neighbourhood should be sampled. Answering these questions
empirically by running a sufficient number of trials for each possibility would require a vast amount of com-
putational effort and may not result in a definitive solution, as the best choice may depend on the charac-
teristics of the data or the precise objectives and constraints of the problem. Therefore we adopt a different
strategy and use the concept of a hyperheuristic (Burke et al., 2003b) to control the neighbourhoods and
sampling rules at each stage of the search. The original tabu-search hyperheuristic as suggested in Burke
et al. (2003a) was not designed for a simulated annealing environment and cannot be applied directly to
an implementation such as ours. We outline the reasons for this and suggest suitable modifications. The
most promising of these is incorporated into our final implementation. Real data from a cosmetics com-
pany is used to evaluate the different approaches and to show that the final implementation is consistently
able to provide good solutions with a very reasonable amount of computational effort.

It is also worth noting that there has been a significant level of recent research effort in exploring effective
search methodologies for a wide range of other cutting and packing problems. Recent papers have explored
issues in one dimensional packing (Leung et al., 2001), two dimensional problems (Lodi et al., 2003; Hop-
per and Turton, 2001; Burke et al., 2004; Mukhacheva and Mukhacheva, 2004) and in three dimensions
(Cagan et al., 2002). Other papers have concentrated on the solution of real-life problems focussing on high
quality solutions across a variety of industries and application areas which include leather cutting (Crispin
et al., 2003), the clothing industry (Yeung and Tang, 2003), the paper industry (Menon and Schrage, 2002),
the furniture industry (Morabito and Arenales, 2000) and glass cutting (Puchinger et al., 2004).
2. The problem

Our problem can be stated as follows. A company produces a set of n different products. Associated with
each product, i (i = 1, n), are the four physical characteristics of length, width, height and weight, denoted
xi, yi, zi and wi, respectively. Each product also has an expected annual sales volume in terms of number of
units sold, denoted by bi. The objective, for a given integer p (p < n), is to find a set of p totes or shippers
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j (j = 1, p) to be used for storage and/or distribution of the products, such that the annual utilisation of
shipper space is maximised. The dimensions of shipper j will be represented by variables Xj, Yj and Zj.
As the expected total volume of products shipped is fixed, the problem is equivalent to that of minimising
the total volume of shippers required. It is assumed that each individual shipper is filled with a single prod-
uct (although shippers of a given set of dimensions may obviously be used for several different products).
There is a weight limit on the amount of product packed into each shipper. For the purposes of this study
we also assume that the product is packed into the shipper in identical layers with the height dimension
placed vertically. The loading patterns for the individual layers are those obtained using the PALLET-
MANAGER pallet loading software {www.packyourpallet.com}, which uses an extension of the heuristic
described in Bischoff and Dowsland (1982). The extensions, based on Dowsland (1987a), have been shown
to guarantee optimal solutions for all problems satisfying certain limits on the dimensions and aspect ratios
of the boxes and container. It is worth noting that all problems solved during the experiments quoted in this
paper fall within this range. Thus all the pallet loading solutions are optimal and could have been obtained
(albeit with an increase in computational time) using the algorithm in Dowsland (1987a). However, as dis-
cussed later, the approach can be easily adapted to less stringent assumptions.

The problem has a natural model as a p-median problem in which the supply locations are given by the
set of m feasible shipper dimensions and the demand locations by the set of n products. The cost of allo-
cating product i to shipper j is the product of the volume of shipper j and the number of shippers that would
be required to accommodate the annual demand for product i. The problem can then be stated as:
min
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

cijxij

s.t.
Xm

j¼1

xij ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; n

xij 6 yj; i ¼ 1; n; j ¼ 1;m

Xm

j¼1

yj ¼ p

xij; yi 2 ð0; 1Þ;
where xij = 1 if product i is allocated to shipper j, xij = 0 otherwise, yj = 1 if shipper j is used, yj = 0 other-
wise, and cij ¼ V jbi

fij
where Vj = Xj * Yj * Zj and fij is the number of units of product i that will fit into shipper

j. If we denote the maximum weight per shipper by Wmax and define tij to be the number of copies of a box
of base dimensions xi by yi that will fit into a single layer on a loading area of dimensions Xj by Yj then

fij ¼ min W max

wi

j k
;

Zj

zi

j k
� tij

n o
.

The p-median problem has been widely studied and a variety of different approaches have been suggested
for its solution. These include both exact and heuristic approaches. Exact approaches are usually based on
the integer programming formulation of the problem such as the Lagrangian relaxation algorithms outlined
in Beasley (1985) or the dual approach of Hanjoul and Peeters (1985), and are capable of routinely solving
moderately sized problems with n 6 500 and p 6 50. Many of the more successful heuristic approaches are
neighbourhood search type algorithms based on the original 1-opt descent method of Teitz and Bart (1968).
Variations include using add and drop neighbourhoods instead of the original swap neighbourhood (Whi-
taker, 1983) and widening the scope of the search using more modern approaches such as variable neigh-
bourhood search (Hansen and Mladenovic, 1997), tabu search and strategic oscillation (Rolland et al.,
1996) and GRASP (Resende and Werneck, 2004). Typically these report good results for problems with
values of n in the low thousands. Implementations based on other heuristics such as GAs (Estivill-Castro
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and Torres-Velazquez, 1999), dynamic programming (Hribar and Daskin, 1997) and scatter search (Garcia-
Lopez et al., 2003) have also been suggested.

However, in our case the size and complexity of the problem precludes the direct application of these
approaches. Although the value of n, the number of products, and the value of p, the number of shippers,
are both likely to be relatively small when compared with the maximum size of problems quoted in many of
the above papers, the value of m, the potential number of shipper sizes (usually assumed to be no bigger
than n), is extremely large. Test data dimensions from the company were supplied to the accuracy of
one-tenth of a millimetre. Even if we assume that millimetre accuracy is sufficient, allowing shipper dimen-
sions to range from 100 mm to 600 mm results in a value of m of the order of 108. Thus any solution
approach that requires all constants cij to be evaluated is not feasible. This is not a problem for approaches
based on local search in which only the costs of those solutions visited need to be evaluated. The natural
local search framework for the problem is that introduced by Teitz and Bart and used as the basis of most
of the published neighbourhood approaches. The solution space is defined as the set of subsets of exactly p
supply locations (i.e. shippers) and a neighbourhood move is defined by swapping a location in the current
subset for one that is not in the subset. However, it was felt that any approach based directly on this frame-
work without further enhancement was unlikely to be successful due to the combined effect of the following
factors. Firstly the rationale behind traditional local search is to use the neighbourhood structure to ensure
that only a small part of search space needs to be considered at one time. More recently it has been shown
that it may be advantageous to use very large neighbourhoods (Orlin et al., 2002), but only if good solu-
tions within the neighbourhood can be located efficiently, for example by using dynamic programming
(Congram et al., 2002) or some other optimisation procedure appropriate to the neighbourhood structure.
In our case the size of m relative to a small value of p will mean that each neighbourhood covers a large part
of the solution space. Indeed the neighbourhoods are so large that an exhaustive search of a single neigh-
bourhood will be computationally infeasible, and there is no obvious optimisation technique that will

improve matters. Secondly the overall size of the solution space is given by
m
p

� �
. When m = 108 and

p = 10 this will be of the order of 1064 and a large number of iterations are likely to be needed to search

the space adequately. Thirdly the calculation of each cij requires the solution of the pallet-loading problem
(i.e. that of maximising the number of copies of product i that can be fitted on a single layer of a shipper j),
which is in itself a time consuming operation. Each trial move will require the solution of n such problems.

Therefore, the performance of any local search approach to the problem is likely to be enhanced by any
of the following:

1. A neighbourhood structure consisting of smaller neighbourhoods.
2. A reduction in the size of the solution space.
3. A means of speeding up the calculation of cij (or more specifically the calculation of tij).

In the next section we consider each of these in turn and show how all three can be achieved by utilising
information from the original problem.
3. Modifying a local search implementation with problem specific information

The basis of our local search framework is a random descent strategy (i.e. accepting an improving move
as soon as it is sampled) using the solution space, neighbourhood structure and evaluation function used by
Teitz and Bart. Thus the solution space consists of all subsets of p shippers, a neighbourhood move involves
changing the size of a single shipper, and a move is accepted if this results in a reduction in cost. Because of
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the large size of the neighbourhoods involved the search is run for a fixed number of iterations rather than
continuing until the whole neighbourhood has been sampled without any improvement. As outlined above
this will result in a very large search space with neighbourhoods of size (m � p) Æ p (i.e. of the order of 108)
requiring the solution of n pallet loading problems at each iteration. Due to the stopping condition the solu-
tion may not correspond to a local optimum and it is possible that in some cases it may be obvious that a
particular shipper does not provide a good fit for any of the products allocated to it. In the following sub-
sections we address each of these issues in turn and show how information from the original problem can be
used to make a series of improvements.

3.1. Reducing the computational burden of cost calculation

Our strategy for reducing the cost function calculation is based on the fact that the set of instances of the
pallet-loading problem can be partitioned into a set of equivalence classes, such that all the instances in
each class have the same set of optimal solutions. Thus all that is required is to determine the finite set
of equivalence classes that cover the given set of products and feasible range of shipper dimensions, and
to solve one member of each. As long as we have an appropriate means of indexing the classes so that
an arbitrary instance can be assigned to the appropriate class we can then use a look-up table to find tij

and hence simplify the calculation of cij. This is achieved as follows.
In Dowsland (1985) and Dowsland (1987a) it is shown that the equivalence classes are defined by the

combinations of product lengths and widths—say x and y—that will fit into the dimensions of the loading
area. More formally, let f(k1, k2) = k1x + k2y for any non-negative integers k1, k2. Given three constants x,
y and S, with y 6 x � S, we define the set of efficient partitions of S in x and y by E(S, x, y) =
{d = f(k1, k2): d 6 S < f(k1, k2 + 1)}. It is shown that two pallet loading problems will have the same set
of feasible layouts if they have the same set of efficient partitions of the box dimensions in both of the load-
ing dimensions. In Dowsland (1987b) a method is presented for indexing the equivalence classes in the gen-
eral case. For our purposes this can be simplified as, for each product i, we are only interested in those
members of the equivalence class with constant xi and yi. Consider a point S 0 such that S 0 = f(k1, k2).
Now suppose we gradually increase S 0 by a small amount e. The efficient partitions of S 0 + e in xi and
yi will remain the same as those for S 0 until e reaches the point where S 0 + e = f(k3, k4) for some k3 and
k4, when a new efficient partition becomes valid. We can therefore define the unique members of each equiv-
alence class as those rectangles X by Y where both X and Y are linear combinations of the product dimen-
sions. These can be indexed by the quadruple (k1X, k2X, k1Y, k2Y) where X = f(k1X, k2X) and Y = f(k1Y, k2Y).
In order to look-up the correct value of tij all that is required is to find coefficients satisfying
f(k1X, k2X) = max {f(k1, k2): f(k1, k2) 6 Xj}, together with the corresponding coefficients for Yj. This is easily
achieved by letting k1 range from 0 to int(Xj/xi), setting k2 = int((Xj � k1xi)/yi) and selecting the pair that
maximises f.

3.2. Reducing the neighbourhoods

The physical problem also suggests two natural ways of reducing the size of the neighbourhoods. The
Teitz and Bart neighbourhood corresponds to changing the dimensions of one of the shippers. This implies
changing all three dimensions at once. An obvious way to define smaller neighbourhoods is to change just
one or two dimensions keeping the remaining side(s) unchanged. This also makes sense in terms of the
search as a moderately good solution may be achieved if the products fit snugly into one or more dimen-
sions but less well in the others. A better fit will be achieved if the remaining dimension(s) are changed to a
more appropriate value. With the original neighbourhood the majority of neighbours would destroy these
�good� dimensions whereas with a neighbourhood based on changing fewer dimensions there is a greater
chance that these would be preserved. Assuming millimetre accuracy and shipper dimensions in the range
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100–600 mm and p = 10 the original neighbourhood would be of size 1.25 · 109 while a neighbourhood
based on changing one dimension would only be of size 1.5 · 104. As the neighbourhood moves involve
changing one or more dimensions a second way of reducing their size is to limit the magnitude of such
changes to be less than some constant d. Once again this makes sense, especially if d is small. If we increase
or decrease one of the shipper dimensions gradually then the cij values will also change by a small amount
until either a new efficient partition is achieved or an existing partition is lost for some product i. In the
latter case, this may result in a sharp increase in solution cost and so it is likely that this reduction will only
be successful if the search mechanism incorporates some means for accepting uphill moves as in simulated
annealing or tabu search.

3.3. Reducing the size of the solution space

As well as providing a means of speeding up the cost function calculation the concept of efficient par-
titions can be used to reduce the size of the solution space. It is clear that there is no point in including
shipper dimensions such that every product would leave a gap if packed into a shipper of that size. In
the case of the height dimension this means that we need only consider heights of the form Z = k Æ zi

for some positive integer k and some product i. In the case of the base it is shown in Dowsland (1985) that
for a product of dimensions xi by yi if X, X 0 and Y, Y 0 satisfy X 0 = max{f(k1, k2): f(k1, k2) 6 X} and
Y 0 = max{f(k1, k2): f(k1, k2) 6 Y} then any layout of i on a loading area of dimensions X by Y will also
fit into a loading area X 0 by Y 0. Thus the only base shipper dimensions that need to be considered are those
that form efficient partitions with respect to the dimensions of some product. The amount of reduction this
gives will depend on the precise product dimensions but for the data used in the experiments described in
the next section m was reduced from 1.25 · 1011 to 1.25 · 108, implying a reduction factor of the order of
103p in the solution space for a problem with p shippers.

3.4. A fast post-processor

The above argument relates to the set of dimensions that are worth considering. However if we have a
given solution then each product will be allocated to a particular shipper, and we can take this reduction
process one stage further, as there is no point in using a shipper with any dimension that is not an efficient
partition of the products allocated to it. We can check this for each solution and reduce the dimensions
accordingly. However it may not be advantageous to apply this after every move for two reasons. Firstly
if one or more dimensions have been reduced it is possible that the current allocation of products is no
longer optimal and so some products may need to be re-allocated. This in turn could lead to another round
of reductions for those shippers from which products have been moved. Thus the process is not trivial in
terms of computational cost. Secondly it is possible that such a reduction may preclude future moves that
would have been accepted without the reduction, thus making the search less flexible and more prone to
convergence in poor local optima. Experiments were carried out to evaluate the effects of applying this type
of reduction after every move, after a fixed number of moves, or at the end. All results suggested that there
was no benefit in reducing dimensions in this way during the search, but that it could be beneficial as a post-
processing phase to improve the final solution. Therefore throughout the remainder of this paper we
assume that the final solution has been reduced in this way.
4. Initial experiments

Our initial experiments were designed to measure the effects of the strategies outlined in the previous sec-
tion and to provide the basis for deciding on an appropriate search strategy for our final implementation.
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They all use straightforward random descent in which an initial set of p shippers is obtained by sampling
the three dimensions independently from the appropriate range and potential moves are sampled randomly
from the neighbourhood of the current solution. An improving move is accepted as soon as it is found. A
data set of 46 products was provided by a cosmetics company with all three dimensions measured in mm to
one decimal place. In all experiments we assume that the shipper dimensions range from 100 mm to
600 mm also to one decimal place, and that there is a weight limit per shipper of 20 kg, as given by the
company. All experiments in this section use p = 3, 6 and 9.

Three neighbourhood structures were defined as follows. N3 is the original neighbourhood in which all
three dimensions are changed, N2 involves changing either both base dimensions or the height dimension,
and N1 involves changing just one dimension. In the case of N1 and N2 one of the three possible dimensions
is selected with equal probability. For N2, if this is one of the base dimensions then the other base dimension
is also changed. Thus for N2 the probability of changing the base is twice that of changing just the height.

Experiment 1 was designed to measure the effect of the pre-processor and involved five random starts
using the N3 neighbourhood for each of the three values of p run for 200 000 iterations, with and without
the cost function pre-processor. The total time for the run without the pre-processor was 7221 seconds,
while that with the pre-processor was only 494 seconds. With the pre-processor the total number of pallet
loading problems that needed to be evaluated per run was 41 916, ranging from just 45 for the largest prod-
uct to 7287 for the smallest, as compared with the 9 200 000 problems that are required for 200 000 itera-
tions and 46 products. Such savings are clearly worthwhile and will increase as the number of iterations
increases. All future experiments are carried out using the pre-processor.

The main set of experiments in this section involves evaluating the three different neighbourhoods. For
each value of p the search was run for 20 random starts over 2 000 000 iterations with the results being
recorded after 200 000 iterations and 2 000 000 iterations. These are given in Table 1 with the best result
for each value of p marked in bold. Note that while the search uses the annual shipper volume as its cost
function, the results are expressed in terms of percentage volumetric utilisation of the shippers, as this is the
measure usually required in practice.

A number of trends are apparent from the results. Firstly the best results both in terms of the mean and the
best result out of the 20 runs always occur using neighbourhood N2. Secondly there is clear evidence that
200 000 iterations are sufficient for the runs using N1 to converge. However the results are not as good as those
Table 1
Space utilisation obtained with random descent for p = 3, 6, 9 for different neighbourhoods and solution space definitions

Neighbourhood Iterations Solution
space

p = 3 p = 6 p = 9

Mean Max Last movea

(�000s)
Mean Max Last movea

(�000s)
Mean Max Last movea

(�000s)

N1 2 · 105 Full 88.03 89.06 93.65 94.52 96.28 96.91
Reduced 87.77 89.06 93.65 94.27 96.14 96.91

2 · 106 Full 88.03 89.06 104 93.65 94.52 308 96.29 96.91 479
Reduced 87.77 89.06 36 93.65 94.27 114 96.14 96.91 220

N2 2 · 105 Full 88.14 89.33 93.86 94.34 96.31 96.94
Reduced 87.89 88.90 93.78 94.28 96.28 96.77

2 · 106 Full 88.44 89.35 1601 94.15 94.59 1701 96.57 97.05 1893
Reduced 88.14 89.36 1364 94.02 94.63 1614 96.62 97.02 1703

N3 2 · 105 Full 87.04 88.72 92.79 93.83 95.51 96.36
Reduced 87.16 88.75 92.92 93.81 95.36 96.16

2 · 106 Full 87.98 88.78 1402 93.71 94.35 1580 96.28 96.65 1580
Reduced 88.10 88.79 1360 93.85 94.48 1693 96.26 96.51 1760

a Iteration number of last accepted move.
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using N2. The results using N3 tend to be worse, probably because the N3 neighbourhood is not close to con-
vergence in the number of iterations allowed. In terms of solution quality there is little to choose between the
full and reduced solution space, with both giving identical results with the N1 neighbourhood. However when
we look at the number of iterations to the last improvement it is clear that the reduced solution space results in
faster convergence for both the N1 and N2 neighbourhoods. (The lack of convergence for the N3 neighbour-
hood means that this statistic is irrelevant for this case). The standard deviations for solution quality (not
given in the table) vary from 0.15 to 0.78 with most figures over 0.3, suggesting that none of the approaches
is really successful in homing in on near optimal solutions. Thus a search strategy that allows uphill moves
may be more successful, and the results for the N1 neighbourhood suggests that these neighbourhoods
may be sufficiently small to consider a more powerful approach such as tabu search or simulated annealing,
particularly if used in conjunction with the reduced solution space. Of these, simulated annealing is the nat-
ural choice as the large size of the neighbourhoods is better suited to an approach based on sampling individ-
ual neighbours, rather than considering all (or a large proportion of) the neighbourhood at each iteration.

In order to implement any simulated annealing algorithm for the shipper rationalisation problem a num-
ber of decisions need to be made. In our case the reduced solution space adds a further complication in that
there is more than one natural way of sampling from this neighbourhood. Previous work using simulated
annealing on other problems (Dowsland, 1993a,b; Thompson and Dowsland, 1998) suggests that sampling
bias can have a significant effect on both solution time and quality. The results for the reduced space in Table
1 were obtained by sampling uniformly within the range 100–600 mm and then reducing the dimension to the
nearest efficient partition dimension. As such dimensions are distributed more sparsely at the lower end of
the scale this will mean that each efficient partition point relating to a smaller dimension will be sampled
more frequently than each point relating to a larger dimension. This can obviously be overcome by sampling
uniformly from the list of efficient partition dimensions. However this will mean that large container sizes
will be sampled more frequently than small ones, which may or may not be desirable. Both strategies also
have the potential disadvantage that points relating to efficient partitions with respect to more than one
product will be sampled with the same frequency as those relating to just one product. Thus it may be advan-
tageous to sample the products uniformly and then to sample an efficient partition relative to the product, or
even to bias the sampling towards products that have larger shipment quantities. Once again this may intro-
duce an undesirable bias in that large products have less efficient partitions than smaller ones and hence each
partition for a larger product will be sampled more frequently than each partition for a smaller product.

Secondly, in spite of the observation concerning the convergence speed using N1 this may not be the best
neighbourhood. Observations of the behaviour of the search during the descent process showed that moves
relating to small changes in dimension were often made, suggesting that such a neighbourhood may be
worth trying within the simulated annealing context. The overall performance of the N2 neighbourhood
also suggests that this neighbourhood may be worth pursuing further. In order to find the best combination
of sampling policy and neighbourhood structure a large amount of experimentation would be necessary.
Even if such experimentation were to be carried out then it is not certain that the results would carry over
to other variants of the problem and it is also possible that the best strategy may be some combination of
neighbourhoods or sampling rules. We therefore chose to implement our SA algorithm in the form of a
hyperheuristic in which neighbourhoods and sampling policies are selected dynamically during the search.
However the tabu search hyperheuristic needs some adaptation in order to be used within a simulated
annealing framework. This will be addressed in the next section.
5. The hyperheuristic in the context of SA

In essence a hyperheuristic is a high-level search strategy that selects from among a number of low-level
heuristics at each point in the search. It can be thought of as a ‘‘heuristic to choose heuristics’’ (Burke et al.,
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2003b) and as such a hyperheuristic approach operates on a search space of heuristics rather than the search
space of problem solutions. It was motivated by the goal of finding a generic approach that could be
applied to a variety of problems without the need for extensive problem specific development and testing.
Further information on hyperheuristics and their application to a number of different problem areas can be
found in Burke et al. (2003a), Burke et al. (2003b), Cowling et al. (2000), Cowling et al. (2002), Han and
Kendall (2003), Kendall and Mohamad (2004), Kendall and Mohd Hussain (2004), Ross et al. (2003), Ross
et al. (2002) and Soubeiga (2003). In the tabu-search hyperheuristics presented above (Burke et al., 2003a),
each low-level heuristic is given a score based on an estimate of its performance potential, derived from
information gathered during the search. In our Simulated Annealing, implementation the low-level heuris-
tics are defined by different combinations of the 6 neighbourhoods and 5 different definitions of solution-
space/sampling policy given below.

5.1. Neighbourhoods

N1, N2 and N3 as defined above, together with N1(10), N2(10), N3(10)—variations of N1, N2 and N3 in
which the maximum allowed change in any dimension is ±10 mm.

5.2. Sampling policies/solution space

S1: Uniform Euclidean sampling from the full solution space.
S2: Uniform Euclidean sampling from the full solution space followed by reduction to the nearest efficient

partition.
S3: Uniform sampling from list of efficient partition points.
S4: Uniform sampling from the set of products, then uniform sampling of an efficient partition for that

product.
S5: Roulette-wheel sampling from the set of products with probabilities proportional to annual shipment

quantity, then uniform sampling of an efficient partition for that product.

These were combined to give the following 21 low-level heuristics: N1, N2, N3 with each of the 5 sam-
pling policies, and N1(10), N2(10) and N3(10) with S1 and S2. Note that the restricted dimension neigh-
bourhoods would be computationally complex to implement with the remaining sampling policies. In its
simplest form the hyperheuristic uses information based on the performance of the low level heuristic used
in the last application to calculate a score, rk(h) for each low level heuristic h. If h resulted in an improve-
ment its score is increased and if it resulted in a worsening of the objective its score is decreased. The basis
of our implementation is that given in Burke et al. (2003a) and works as follows.

Algorithm HHTabu

Initialise:

Set tabu_status h = �false� for each low-level heuristic, h.
Set max_tabu, the length of the tabu list, to an appropriate value.
Search:

Let h* be the highest rank non-tabu low-level heuristic.
Apply h* once. Let d be the resulting improvement in the cost function.
Select low-level heuristic:

If d > 0 then

rk(h*) = rk(h*) + 1

else
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rk(h*) = rk(h*) � 1
set tabu_status(h*) = �true�
if d < 0

set tabu_status(h) = �false� "h 5 h*

else
if j{h: tabu_status(h) = �true�}j > max_tabu let h 0 denote the heuristic that has been tabu the lon-
gest and set tabu_status(h 0) = �false�

endif
endif

Repeat search until stopping condition is reached.

HHTabu will continue to apply the selected low-level heuristic for as long as it continues to improve the
solution, as its rank will be increased after each improving iteration. When the current choice fails to
improve, its score is decreased and it is made tabu, so that a different heuristic will be chosen for the next
iteration. If the solution is worse then all other low-level heuristics are released from the tabu list allowing
the one with the highest score to be chosen. In order to avoid the process stagnating, if there is no change
in the cost the tabu list will continue to be extended (up to a given limit), thus forcing some diversification
in the choice of low-level heuristic.

However, it is not sensible to apply HHTabu directly within a simulated annealing environment for the
following reasons. Firstly the proportion of improving moves is expected to be low, especially in the middle
and later parts of the search. Thus there will be little opportunity for any of the low-level heuristics to
improve their scores and all are likely to reduce quickly to zero. The obvious way of overcoming this is
to define a single application of low-level heuristic h, to be k iterations of h. This raises the question as to
what measures should be used to estimate d as this can no longer be measured as the difference between
the cost at the current solution and one of its neighbours. There are two natural ways to measure perfor-
mance over k iterations. These are the best cost or the mean cost. The mean cost could be defined as the mean
of the incumbent solutions over all iterations, the mean of the sampled solutions over all iterations, or the
mean of the solutions over all iterations resulting in acceptance. Initial experiments based on the algorithm
SAHHTabu as defined below, over 20 000 000 iterations and five starts for p = 3, 6 and 9, suggested that
measuring the mean based on the sampled solutions resulted in bias towards the smaller neighbourhoods
where the probability of sampling very bad solutions was lower, and that this was detrimental to solution
quality. A similar, but far less pronounced trend was observed using the mean based on the incumbent or
accepted solutions. Solution quality was slightly better when basing d on the best solution encountered.
As the objective of this research was to find an appropriate solution approach for the box rationalisation
problem, and not to execute an in depth study of the use of HHTabu within the context of simulated anneal-
ing, this was adopted as the measure of d for the remainder of the study without further experimentation.

The above solution will ensure that the low-level heuristics have a chance to improve their scores, but a
second problem remains. A requirement of simulated annealing is that the volatility of the search, as mea-
sured in terms of changes in the cost function, decreases smoothly along with the temperature. At a par-
ticular temperature this volatility will certainly depend on the neighbourhood definition and may also be
influenced by the sampling bias. This statement is supported by empirical evidence that showed that larger
neighbourhoods require far higher temperatures to achieve a given rate of acceptance of uphill moves than
their smaller counterparts. This suggests that, if a standard cooling schedule in which the temperature is
reduced steadily is employed, then the relative performances of the low-level heuristics will depend more
on the temperature than the state of the search in terms of the current position in the solution landscape.
Thus an alternative strategy is needed.

In Dowsland (1993a,b) an undulating cooling schedule was introduced with the aim of producing a fairly
constant acceptance rate in order to improve search performance for a class of problems with spiky solution
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landscapes. The temperature was reduced after an accepted move according to the standard Lundy and
Mees (1986) schedule using t ! t/(1 + bt) and reheated after a rejected move using t! t/(1 � at). The
required acceptance rate is approximated by r = a/b. In Thompson and Dowsland (1996) it was shown that
if r was reduced periodically then the same strategy could provide a flexible alternative to a standard cool-
ing schedule, whilst adhering to the principle of reducing the volatility of the system over the length of the
search. In the context of our hyperheuristic approach this means of adjusting temperature, as opposed to
reducing it directly, should allow the volatility of the system to reduce smoothly regardless of the neigh-
bourhood, as long as each low level heuristic application contains enough iterations for the acceptance rate
to stabilise. These ideas have been incorporated into our simulated annealing hyperheuristic SAHHTabu as
defined below.

SAHHTabu (in terms of minimisation)

rbeg = the acceptance ratio at the start.
c = reduction factor for r. (In practice the finishing ratio rend is specified and c is calculated to achieve
this value in the correct number of iterations.)
t = temperature
b = temperature reduction parameter; a = temperature increase parameter
k = repetitions per temperature = no. iterations per low-level heuristic application
i = iteration counter
nits = total number of iterations.
z(s) = cost of solution s

Initialise:

Set rbeg,b, t, k, c, nits

r = rbeg

a = rbeg Æ b
Set tabu_status h = �false� for each low-level heusistic, h.
Set max_tabu, the length of the tabu list, to an appropriate value.
nrep = 1
Select a random initial solution s0

Costp = f(s0)
i = 1
While i 6 1, nits
Let h* be the highest rank non-tabu low-level heuristic.
Costc = 1
For j = 1, nrep

i = i + 1
Select s, a neighbour of s0 according to the rules of h*

Costc = min {Costc, z(s)}
Let D = z(s0) � z(s)
If D 6 0 s0 then
s0 = s

else

s0 = s with probability exp(�D/t)

endif
If s0 = s then

t = t/(1 + bt)
else
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t = t/(1 � at)
end_if
next j

if(mod(nits, k)) = 0 then
r = r Æ c
a = r Æ b
if nits/k = 1 then nrep = k

endif
d = costp � costc

call select low-level heuristic.
costp = costc

end_while

Note that for the first k iterations the low-level heuristic is updated every move, rather than every k moves.
This feature was incorporated as the number of accepted/improving moves at the start of the search is high,
and the first heuristic selected is likely to achieve an artificially high score and dominate the search for some
time.
6. Experiments

At 21 the total number of low-level heuristics is somewhat higher than that recommended in Soubeiga
(2003). Therefore the initial plan was to use SAHHTabu with the 21 low-level heuristics to identify those
that showed promise, by counting the number of times each resulted in an improvement according to mea-
sure d. If a small set of, say 5–8, dominant heuristics could be identified then it seemed reasonable to assume
that an implementation based on this subset should either produce better solutions, or converge to solu-
tions of equal quality more quickly, as less time would be wasted on the less useful variants. However,
before conducting such experiments it was necessary to determine whether or not SAHHTabu could
improve over the results obtained by simple descent and to measure the influence of the cooling parameters.

Twenty runs were carried out for each of the values of p from 3 to 12 using (rbeg, rend) values of (50, 250),
(10, 1000) and (2, 5000) with c calculated in order to reduce r between these limits over 1000 sets of 20 000
iterations. These were compared with 20 000 000 iterations of the descent algorithm using N2 and the results
of 2 000 000 iterations using N1 for p = 3, 6 and 9. It is not necessary to run N1 with additional iterations as
the results show that this neighbourhood has already converged after 2 000 000 iterations. In view of the
relatively poor quality of these results runs for other values of p were not executed. The results are pre-
sented in Table 2. They show that the SAHHTabu improves significantly on the same number of iterations
using a pure descent method, with some evidence that slower cooling over a mid acceptance range tends to
produce better results than the faster cooling variants. Typical standard deviations are now in the range
0.01–0.03, suggesting that the search consistently converges to good solutions. An analysis of the frequency
with which each low-level heuristic resulted in an improvement showed that the highest scoring heuristic(s)
varied from run to run, but that the smaller Nx(10) neighbourhoods featured more strongly as p increased,
suggesting that the hyperheuristic was adapting to the properties of the search. Six low-level heuristics also
featured consistently in the top 10. These were N1 with S3, S4 and S5, N1(10) with S1 and S2 and N2 with
S5. Parameters (50, 250) were used to compare the 21 low-level heuristic algorithm with the version using
only these six low-level combinations. The results are given in the last column of Table 2 and show little
difference in terms of solution quality. More surprisingly the latter also takes as long as the 21 heuristic
variant to converge. Thus it appears that all 21 combinations may have a role to play. For example the less
aggressive nature of the search when using all 21 heuristics may make it easier to diversify, which may coun-



Table 2
Results for SSHHTabu compared with pure descent. Mean utilisation over 20 runs

p Random descent AHHTabu

21 low-level heuristics 6 low-level heuristics

N1 N2 (25 000) (101 000) (50 250) (50 250)

3 88.03 88.16 89.23 89.35 89.39 89.38
4 – 90.68 91.44 91.48 91.44 91.49

5 – 92.70 93.57 93.60 93.64 93.64

6 93.65 94.10 94.83 94.83 94.92 94.93

7 – 95.15 95.76 95.76 95.80 95.76
8 – 95.98 96.51 96.53 96.55 96.52
9 96.29 96.66 97.17 97.21 97.25 97.24

10 – 97.15 97.75 97.76 97.76 97.74
11 – 97.56 98.12 98.14 98.16 98.10
12 – 98.06 98.39 98.45 98.48 98.43

No. bests 0 0 9 7 8 5

The best performance for each p is shown in bold.
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ter balance slower convergence. The last row of the table shows the number of runs that converged to the
best solution obtained for each value of p. Based on this measure using 6 low-level heuristics is not as good
as using all 21. It was therefore decided to maintain all 21 heuristics in the final version to provide the addi-
tional flexibility.

The final version was also run on two further data sets. In the first, noise was added to the dimensions of
the original data set, varying dimensions by up to ±10%. In the second the products from the original and
noised data sets were combined to form a set of 92 products. The results, together with those for the ori-
ginal data set are shown in Fig. 1.

The results for the new data sets are not as good as those for the real data. This is not surprising as the
set of real products often have common dimensions and families of product therefore fit well in the same
container. In the noised data this is not the case. The results for the combined data set are worse than the
other two. Again this is to be expected as a greater number of diverse products will be allocated to each
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shipper. Nevertheless all three runs show that high volumetric utilisations can be obtained and that SAHH-
Tabu is an appropriate tool for analysing the effects of shipper rationalisation on volumetric utilisation, and
for examining the trade-off between the number of shippers and the additional volume required. Solution
times for 46 products ranged from 539.2 seconds per run when p = 3 to 551.2 seconds when p = 12 and
those for 92 products from 950.8 seconds when p = 3 to 993.4 seconds when p = 12. All runs were carried
out on a Pentium IV 2.4.
7. Conclusions and further research

The main focus of this work was to provide a flexible solution approach to the shipper rationalisation
problem. The version of the problem used to test our approach is just one of many variants. Some changes
in problem specification (for example limitations on the aspect ratios of the shipper dimensions, incorpo-
ration of cardboard thickness into the cost calculations and the relaxation of the constraint that everything
must be placed �right way up�) could be dealt with using only minor changes to the current code, although
this could change the characteristics of the solution landscape. Others (for example, including the palleti-
sation efficiency of the shippers), would result in further possibilities for solution space reduction and sam-
pling policies. The hyperheuristic approach seems a good way of incorporating such changes without the
need for extensive experimentation to determine their impact on solution speed or quality.

The paper has also introduced the tabu search hyperheuristic within a simulated annealing framework.
Two potential problems with applying HHTabu directly were raised and ways of overcoming this were sug-
gested and implemented. However, these solutions themselves raise further questions. For example the deci-
sion to use the best solution, as opposed to any of the suggestions based on the mean, to calculate d was
based on a very limited set of experiments. It would be interesting to investigate this further, possibly
including other potential measures. The decision to use k = 20 000 was also fairly arbitrary. Further exper-
imentation into the balance between k and the ratio nits/k could be carried out. Similarly, is the undulating
temperature mechanism the best way to deal with the effects of different neighbourhood sizes on the vola-
tility at a given temperature, or might some other approach be more suitable? All these issues warrant fur-
ther investigation on this and other problems.

Finally we observe that, as one of the characteristics of simulated annealing is to avoid an aggressive
search for deep local optima during its early phases, the hyperheuristic policy of rewarding low-level heu-
ristics based on low cost alone may not be the best strategy. Cowling et al. (2002) suggest more sophisti-
cated measures but the focus of these is still on seeking out good solutions as quickly as possible. It is
possible that other measures that more closely reflect the behaviour of the simulated annealing algorithm
over the length of a single run may prove more appropriate. These and other issues relating to the use of a
hyperheuristic approach within the framework of a simulated annealing algorithm would form an interest-
ing area for further research.
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